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PREFACE

For three decades, catalytic RNAs have captivated the scientific community

as rare specimens among biological catalysts, and they have inspired creative

means by which to manipulate nucleic acids for practical and therapeutic

applications. From the cleavage and formation of phosphodiester bonds in

self-splicing introns, the processing of transfer RNAs by ribonuclease P,

and the peptidyl transferase activity of the ribosome, modern-day catalytic

RNAs possess many activities that appear to resolve a chicken-and-egg

problem regarding the advent of nucleic acids and polypeptides as informa-

tional and functional biological polymers, respectively. Whether vestiges of

an ancient RNA world or relatively contemporary solutions to biological

problems, catalytic RNAs hardly stand alone as examples of howRNA tran-

scends the informational role of nucleic acids. Functional, noncoding RNAs

comprise the vast majority of RNA content in a eukaryotic cell, including

ribosomal RNAs, transfer RNAs, small nuclear RNAs, small nucleolar

RNAs, small interfering RNAs, and microRNAs. Furthermore, prokary-

otic cells possess a multitude of small RNAs and riboswitch elements within

messenger RNAs that influence gene expression. Nevertheless, catalytic

RNAs stand out as those members capable of chemically transforming their

environment and thus possessing some essence of life.

This volume provides a focus on small RNA catalysts. Chapters address

the biological functions and mechanisms of the hammerhead ribozyme

(Chapters 1 and 2), the hairpin and varkud satellite ribozymes (Chapter 3),

the hepatitis delta virus ribozyme (Chapter 4), and the glmS ribozyme

(Chapter 5). These biological catalysts exemplify the variousmeans bywhich

RNAcan promote the chemical transformation of phosphodiester bonds uti-

lizing nucleobases, metal ions, or a coenzyme. The apparent distribution of

these ribozymes or related species among extant organisms suggests that such

catalysts are more pervasive in modern biology than previously appreciated.

In addition, this volume considers the role of spliceosomal small nuclear

RNAs in catalysis of messenger RNA splicing and the apparent relation of

these smallRNAcatalysts to larger self-splicing introns (Chapter 6).Although

catalytic RNAs are rare specimens among biological catalysts, it is becoming

increasingly clear that RNA catalysis is more than a rare event in biology.

GARRETT A. SOUKUP

xi
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CHAPTER ONE

The Hammerhead Ribozyme:
Structure, Catalysis, and Gene
Regulation
William G. Scott, Lucas H. Horan, Monika Martick
The Center for the Molecular Biology of RNA, Sinsheimer Laboratories, University of California at Santa
Cruz, Santa Cruz, California, USA
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Abstract

The hammerhead ribozyme has long been considered a prototype for understanding
RNA catalysis, but discrepancies between the earlier crystal structures of a minimal ham-
merhead self-cleaving motif and various biochemical investigations frustrated attempt
to understand hammerhead ribozyme catalysis in terms of structure. With the discovery
that a tertiary contact distal from the ribozyme’s active site greatly enhances its catalytic
prowess, and the emergence of new corresponding crystal structures of full-length
hammerhead ribozymes, a unified understanding of catalysis in terms of the structure
is now possible. A mechanism in which the invariant residue G12 functions as a general
base, and the 20-OHmoiety of the invariant G8, itself forming a tertiary base pair with the
invariant C3, is the general acid, appears consistent with both the crystal structure and
biochemical experimental results. Originally discovered in the context of plant satellite

Progress in Molecular Biology and Translational Science, Volume 120 # 2013 Elsevier Inc.
ISSN 1877-1173 All rights reserved.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/B978-0-12-381286-5.00001-9
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RNA viruses, the hammerhead more recently has been found embedded in the
30-untranslated region of mature mammalian mRNAs, suggesting additional biological
roles in genetic regulation.

1. DISCOVERY AND CONTEXT

The fundamental importance of RNA to all of biology has become

increasingly clear within the last 25 years or so. It is within this time frame

that catalytic RNAs were discovered and first characterized, beginning with

the Group I Intron1 and RNase P,2 closely followed by the hammerhead

ribozyme,3 which was the third catalytic RNA to be discovered.

The discovery that RNA in some cases can be an enzyme not only forces

us to reexamine our notions of biological catalysis, but suggests that by

understanding ribozyme chemistry, we might learn more about how life

may have originated from an “RNA World” inhabited by self-replicating

ribozymes. The finding that the ribosome is indeed a ribozyme4,5 under-

scores the relevance of RNA catalysis in today’s protein-dominated world.

The more recent discoveries of RNA interference and micro-RNA-

associated mechanisms of gene regulation further emphasize the central

importance of RNA to understanding gene regulation as well as develop-

ment of new RNA-based technologies for gene manipulation and silenc-

ing.6 The discovery that riboswitches7 and in some cases ribozymes,8

including a variant of the hammerhead ribozyme,9,10 are also involved in

regulating gene expression illustrates how intimately RNA structure, func-

tion, and catalysis are involved in many aspects of biological control. Quite

possibly, the most revolutionary discoveries in RNA molecular biology

have yet to be made.

1.1. Biological context
The hammerhead RNA, unlike RNase P, is not a true enzyme in its natural

biological context, in that it is a single-folded strand of RNA that undergoes

autocatalytic self-cleavage. A trivial modification, separating the hammer-

head RNA into an enzyme strand and a substrate strand by removing a non-

essential connecting loop, creates a true catalyst capable of multiple

turnover. Hence the terms “hammerhead RNA” and “hammerhead ribo-

zyme” tend to be used interchangeably.

2 William G. Scott et al.



The hammerhead RNA was first discovered in the satellite RNA of

tobacco ringspot virus,3 a 371 nucleotide single-stranded covalently closed

circular genome that is parasitic upon the tobacco ringspot virus and is rep-

licated via a rolling-circle mechanism. Linear concatameric complementary

copies of the satellite RNA genome cleave themselves into monomeric frag-

ments; the cleavage points occur highly specifically at regular intervals and

are embedded within hammerhead RNAmotifs. Hammerhead RNAs have

subsequently been discovered in several other RNA sequences involved in

rolling-circle replication.11 Most are plant virus or virus-like genomes, but a

few occur as transcripts of repetitive DNA in the animal kingdom as well.

1.2. A prototype ribozyme
The hammerhead ribozyme in many respects is a model or prototype ribo-

zyme in the same sense that RNase A, lysozyme, and the serine protease

family have served enzymology as prototype protein enzymes for many

years. The hammerhead, being a comparatively simple and well-

characterized ribozyme, is quite possibly the most intensively studied

ribozyme, both from the point of view of mechanistic biochemical charac-

terizations and structural investigations.12 After the discovery of RNase

P and the Group I intron ribozymes, both of which are comparatively large

and complex catalytic RNAs, the discovery of the hammerhead ribozyme

offered the first hope that the phenomenon of RNA catalysis might be

best understood within the framework of a smaller, more tractable RNA

that catalyzes a simple phosphodiester isomerization reaction. The first ribo-

zyme crystal structures were, in fact, those of minimal hammerhead

ribozymes,13–15 but they seemed to create more questions than compelling

explanations for RNA catalysis.16,17

Within the past 5 years, it has become apparent that acid–base catalysis

and electrostatic transition-state stabilization are universal catalytic strategies

of such fundamental importance that they appear in all of the structurally

characterized small ribozymes and protein enzymes such as RNase A that

catalyze RNA reactions.18 Yet, each ribozyme appears to have evolved a

unique and different strategy to achieve similar goals. Hence, the need to

explain ribozyme catalysis in terms of a unified mechanistic understanding

has become even more compelling. The potential relevance of ribozyme

catalysis to gene regulation and to the origin of life each further underscores

the fundamental importance of the problem.

3The Hammerhead Ribozyme



2. THE MINIMAL SEQUENCE

The minimal hammerhead ribozyme (Fig. 1.1A and B) consists of a

core region of 15 conserved (mostly invariant) nucleotides flanked by three

helical stems. In 2003, it finally became clear that optimal activity required

the presence of a tertiary interaction between stem(s) I and II. Although there

Figure 1.1 The minimal and full-length hammerhead ribozymes. (A) A schematic rep-
resentation of the secondary structure of the minimal hammerhead ribozyme. (B) The
crystal structure of a corresponding minimal hammerhead ribozyme. The longer strand
is the enzyme and the shorter strand is the substrate. (C) A schematic representation of
the full-length hammerhead ribozyme emphasizing the presence of a tertiary contact
between stem(s) I and II. (D) The crystal structure of a corresponding full-length ham-
merhead ribozyme. Again, the longer strand is the enzyme and the shorter strand is the
substrate.

4 William G. Scott et al.



is little apparent sequence variation, the contact appears to be present in most

if not all hammerhead sequences. Although the minimal hammerhead has a

turnover rate of approximately 1 min!1, full-length sequences that include

a tertiary contact, described in Section 3, are up to 1000-fold more

active.19–21

2.1. Enzymology
2.1.1 Rate enhancement
The rate of non-site-specific, spontaneous decay of RNA is highly depen-

dent upon the secondary structural context, but is on average about

10!6 min!1.22 Hence, the rate enhancement provided by an optimized

minimal hammerhead is on the order of 106, and for the full-length natural

hammerhead can be as much as 109. To achieve this magnitude of rate

enhancement, not to mention site specificity, the hammerhead ribozyme

must adopt several effective catalytic strategies simultaneously. Each of these

is separated perhaps somewhat artificially and analyzed below.

2.1.2 Metal ions and catalysis
Originally, it was believed that all ribozymes, including the hammerhead

ribozyme, were obligate metalloenzymes.23,24 Mg2þ ion is assumed to be

the biologically relevant divalent cation, although the hammerhead is active

in the presence of a variety of divalent cations.25 Proposed roles for Mg2þ

ion in catalysis included both acid and base catalysis components24,26 (with

Brønsted and Lewis variants of this proposal articulated) as well as direct

coordination of the pro-R nonbridging phosphate oxygen of the scissile

phosphate for transition-state stabilization. Mg2þ ion has also been impli-

cated in structural roles that facilitate formation of the active ribozyme.27–35

In 1998, it was demonstrated that the hammerhead, along with the hair-

pin and VS ribozymes (but not the HDV ribozyme) could also function in

the absence of divalent metal ions as long as a high enough concentration of

positive charge was present (molar quantities of Liþ, Naþ, or even the non-

metallic NH4
þ ion permit cleavage to take place). The study suggested that

ribozymes were not strictly metalloenzymes.36,37

Considering the volume of research devoted to understanding the mech-

anistic roles of divalent metal ions in hammerhead ribozyme catalysis and the

fundamental tenet of ribozyme enzymology that all ribozymes are

metalloenzymes, it was unexpected to find that at least three of the four small

naturally occurring ribozymes can function reasonably efficiently in the

absence of divalent metal ions; a fact that was discovered in the course of

5The Hammerhead Ribozyme



performing experimental controls for time-resolved crystallographic freeze-

trapping experiments in crystals of the minimal hammerhead ribozyme.36–38

It now appears that RNA folding and nonspecific electrostatic transition-

state stabilization accounts for much, if not all, of the catalytic enhancement

over background rates found with these ribozymes.36,37 For example, ham-

merhead 16.1, which is considered to be an optimized hammerhead ribo-

zyme sequence for single-turnover reactions, cleaves only threefold faster

in the presence of 10 mM MgCl2 and 2 M Li2SO4 than it does in the pres-

ence of 2 M Li2SO4 alone.
36,37 The rates of hairpin and VS ribozymes in

2 M Li2SO4 actually exceed those measured under “standard” low ionic

strength conditions, and the rate of cleavage for the non-optimized ham-

merhead sequence used for crystallization is fivefold enhanced in 2 M

Li2SO4 alone versus standard reaction conditions. The non-optimized

sequence used for crystallization tends to form alternative, inactive structures

in solution, such as a dimer of the enzyme strands, which dominate at lower

ionic strength.

This result implied that any chemical role of Mg2þ ion in the ribozyme

reaction was likely to be one of comparatively nonspecific electrostatic

stabilization rather than more direct participation in the chemical step of

catalysis. Moreover, the result implied that the RNA itself was an active par-

ticipant in the chemistry of catalysis rather than serving as a passive scaffold

for binding metal ions that served the roles of general acid and base catalysts.

With the subsequent structural elucidation of the hairpin39,40 and full-length

hammerhead41 structures, it was, in fact, revealed that RNA bases and other

functional groups were positioned to provide the moieties likely responsible

for acid–base catalysis.

2.1.3 Acid–base chemistry
Originally, hydrated Mg2þ and other hydrated divalent metal ions were

thought to play the direct chemical role of general base and general acid

in ribozyme catalysis, with the RNA itself serving as an ancillary and passive

scaffold upon which metal ions would bind and would be positioned in the

active site.

With the discovery that the hairpin, hammerhead, and VS ribozymes

were not strictlymetalloenzymes,36,37 it became apparent that in at least these

three cases, the RNA itself must be an active participant in the chemistry of

catalysis rather than serving merely as a metal ion-binding scaffold. The crys-

tal structure of the hairpin ribozyme,40 in contrast to the HDV ribozyme42,43

that is in fact a metalloenzyme, soon validated this prediction. However, it

6 William G. Scott et al.



was not apparent from the crystal structure of the minimal hammer-

head13–15,44 what functional groups might be involved in acid–base catalysis.

Consequently, the focus of biochemical mechanistic investigations in the

hammerhead turned to this problem.

The invariant core residues G12 and G8 in the hammerhead ribozyme

were finally identified in 2005 as likely candidates for participation in acid–

base chemistry by careful purine modification studies conducted by John

Burke and coworkers.45,46 Substitution of G12 (pKa 9.5) with inosine

(pKa 8.7), 2,6-diaminopurine (pKa 5.1) or 2-aminopurine (pKa 3.8) shifts

the reaction rate profile in a manner consistent with G12’s suggested role

in general base (or acid) catalysis without significantly perturbing ribozyme

folding.45 Similar substitutions at G8 also implicated this invariant residue in

acid–base catalysis, but in this case, the modifications also partially inhibited

ribozyme folding.45 These experiments could not determine specifically

whether an individual nucleotide, such as G12, was the general acid or

the general base, but clearly implicated G12 and G8 in acid–base catalysis.

2.1.4 Kinetics
The minimal hammerhead ribozyme, under “standard” reaction conditions

(10 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 10 mM MgCl2) has a turnover rate on the order of

1 min!1, a Km of about 10 mm, and a log-linear dependence of rate on

pH with a slope of 0.7. Above pH 8.5–9.0 (depending upon reaction con-

ditions), the rate becomes pH independent, suggesting an apparent kinetic

pKa of about 8.5–9.0.
25,47,48 This observation is consistent with bothMg2þ-

and guanine-mediated acid–base chemistry. The full-length hammerhead

ribozyme shows similar pH dependence, but the cleavage rate is up to

1000-fold enhanced (i.e., approximately 15 s!1).49 There exists no compel-

ling evidence that the reaction is sequential rather than concerted, although

this remains an issue for debate. It is perplexing that the pH dependence of

the rate-limiting step is similar in both the minimal and full-length

ribozymes, despite the remarkable reaction rate difference.

2.2. Crystal structure
The crystal structure of a minimal hammerhead ribozyme (Fig. 1.1B) was

the first near-atomic resolution structure of a ribozyme to be deter-

mined.13–15 However, the minimal hammerhead ribozyme sequence crys-

tallizes in what is now recognized as an “open,” apparently precatalytic

conformation50,51 in which four of the invariant residues (C3, U4, G5,

and A6) form a uridine turn structure13,52 similar to that found in the

7The Hammerhead Ribozyme



anticodon loop of tRNA, and the remaining conserved residues augment or

extend stem II via stacked sheered GA pairs.14,15 Together, these residues

form a three-strand junction, in which the augmented stem II stacks upon

stem II, and stem(s) I branches out via the uridine turn and the cleavage-site

nucleotide.

The first hammerhead ribozyme structure, solved by McKay and

coworkers in 1994,13 was that of a minimal hammerhead RNA enzyme

strand bound to a DNA substrate-analogue inhibitor, and in 1995 a different

all-RNA hammerhead construct having a 20-OMe inhibitory substitution of

the nucleophilic 20-OH of C17 appeared.14,15 Subsequently, structures of

minimal hammerheads without modified nucleophiles appeared in various

precatalytic conformational states,44 and finally a structure of the cleavage

product appeared53 in 2000, providing the opportunity to construct the first

“molecular movie” of ribozyme catalysis.

2.3. Experimental discord
It was immediately apparent from the first hammerhead crystal structures13

that a conformational change would need to take place to position the

attacking nucleophile in line for activation of the cleavage reaction. The

requirement for this conformational change motivated subsequent crystallo-

graphic freeze-trapping experiments.36,37

Meanwhile, a growing list of discrepancies between the minimal ham-

merhead ribozyme structure and mechanistic biochemical experiments

designed to probe transition-state interactions began to accumulate.17

The observed hydrogen-bonding patterns within the minimal hammerhead

crystal structures could not explain the immutability of G8, G12, G5, C3,

and a number of other core residues.16 Even more concerning was evidence

that the phosphate of A9 and the scissile phosphate, separated by 18 Å in the

minimal hammerhead crystal structures, might bind a single metal ion in the

transition state of the reaction.54 Such an interaction would require the two

phosphates to approach each other within about 4.4 Å, but this requirement

could be demonstrated to be incompatible with the minimal hammerhead

crystal structure unless significant unwinding or base-unpairing were to take

place in one or more of the helices.55

3. THE FULL-LENGTH SEQUENCE

When the hammerhead RNA was first discovered, it was observed to

be embedded within an #370 nucleotide single-stranded genomic satellite

8 William G. Scott et al.



RNA, most of which could be deleted while preserving the RNA’s catalytic

properties.3 Eventually, it was found that about 13 core nucleotides and a

minimal number of flanking helical nucleotides were all that was required

for a respectable catalytic turnover rate of 1 to 10 min!1, and this “minimal”

hammerhead construct became the focus of attention.56,57 It thus came as a

great surprise to most in the field when in 2003 it was finally discovered that

for optimal activity the hammerhead ribozyme in actuality requires the pres-

ence of sequences in stem(s) I and II. These sequences interact to form ter-

tiary contacts (Fig. 1.1C), but were removed in the process of eliminating

seemingly superfluous sequences from the hammerhead ribozyme; the stan-

dard reductionist approach often employed in molecular biology.58 Once

the full ramifications of this revelation became apparent, that is, that the

entire field had been studying the residual catalytic activity of an over-

zealously truncated version of the full-length ribozyme, attention shifted

away from the minimal constructs. It also quickly became apparent that a

crystal structure of the full-length hammerhead ribozyme, in which these

distal tertiary contacts were present, might be of considerable interest.

3.1. Biological context
Apparently, all naturally occurring, biologically active hammerhead RNA

sequences possess a tertiary contact that enhances their ability to fold into

a catalytically competent structure. That this was always overlooked is tes-

timony to the lack of any clear sequence conservation pattern.

3.2. Enzymology
Many of the biochemical experiments designed to probe the nature of catal-

ysis in the minimal hammerhead ribozyme structure attempted to measure

the effects of structural alterations upon the rate-limiting step (presumed to

be the chemical step) of the self-cleavage reaction. In general, the observa-

tions made in the context of the minimal hammerhead ribozyme are also

relevant to the full-length hammerhead.50,51 The most straightforward

explanation of this fact is that both the minimal and full-length hammerhead

structures are believed to pass through what is essentially the same transition

state.50,51 The full-length hammerhead is thus believed to accelerate the

self-cleavage reaction primarily by stabilizing the precatalytic structure in

a manner that is unavailable to the minimal hammerhead due to a lack of

the tertiary contact between stem(s) I and II.

9The Hammerhead Ribozyme



The hammerhead ribozyme sequence derived from Schistosoma Sma1 is
arguably the most extensively characterized of full-length hammerhead

sequences. The cleavage kinetics and internal equilibrium have been thor-

oughly investigated, revealing significant surprises. The apparent cleavage

rate at pH 8.5 in 200 mM Mg2þ is at least 870 min!1, which in actuality

is a lower bound as there is also a significant rate of ligation under these con-

ditions. In contrast to minimal hammerheads that show a log-linear depen-

dence of rate on pH up to about pH 8.5, the Sma1 hammerhead has a lower

apparent pKa that is dependent upon Mg2þ concentration. At 100 mM

Mg2þ, the apparent pKa is about 7.5–8.
49 The Sma1 hammerhead is also

a rather efficient ligase,59 revealing internal equilibrium constants

(Kint¼ [EP]/[ES]) as small as 0.5 in the presence of high concentrations

of Mg2þ, and as small as 1.3 under physiological concentrations of Mg2þ.

Cleavage and ligation reaction rates are also highly dependent upon the

identity of the divalent cation present, with Mn2þ accelerating the reaction

almost two orders of magnitude relative toMg2þ. This suggests that the abil-

ity to coordinate soft ligands (perhaps including the N7 of G10.1) optimizes

catalysis, whereas simply folding the RNA is only weakly dependent upon

the identity of the divalent cation present.60

3.3. Crystal structure
The full-length hammerhead structure (Fig. 1.1D) reveals how tertiary

interactions occurring remotely from the active site prime the ribozyme

for catalysis. G12 andG8, two invariant residues previously identified in bio-

chemical studies to be potential acid–base catalysts, are in fact positioned in a

way that is consistent with their suggested roles. In contrast to the minimal

hammerhead structure, the nucleophile in the full-length structure is aligned

with the scissile phosphate which in turn is positioned proximal to the A9

phosphate, and previously unexplained roles of other conserved nucleotides

become apparent within the context of a distinctly new fold that nonetheless

accommodates the previous structural studies. These interactions allow us to

explain the previously irreconcilable sets of experimental results in a unified,

consistent, and unambiguous manner.41

Figure 1.2A is a close-up of the active site. The light blue dotted lines are

conventional hydrogen-bonding interactions. The other dotted lines repre-

sent interactions that may be relevant to the catalytic mechanism. The struc-

ture includes an introduced modification, a 20-OMeC at the cleavage site, to

prevent abstraction of the 20-H from the nucleophilic oxygen. G12 is

10 William G. Scott et al.



positioned in a manner consistent with a role as the general base in the reac-

tion. A transiently deprotonated G12 might then be able to abstract a proton

from the 20-OH, generating the required attacking nucleophile for the

cleavage reaction. The 20-O is pre-positioned for in-line attack, and a second

hydrogen-bonding interaction between the 20OH of G8 and the leaving

group 50-O of C1.1 may represent a general acid catalytic mechanism.

The invariant G8 forms a Watson–Crick base pair with C3, another invari-

ant residue. Mutation of either one of these abrogates ribozyme activity

completely, but a double mutation (i.e., C8/G3) that restores the base pair

restores activity to the hammerhead ribozyme. Thus, it appears that the

ribose of G8 rather than the nucleobase provides the relevant acidic moiety

for catalysis, although other factors are no doubt involved.

3.4. Resolution of experimental discord
Many of the biochemical experiments designed to probe transition-state

interactions and the chemistry of catalysis appeared to be irreconcilable with

the minimal hammerhead crystal structures. For example, the invariant core

residues G5, G8, G12, and C3 in the minimal hammerhead ribozyme were

each observed to be so fragile that changing even a single exocyclic func-

tional group on any one of these nucleotides resulted in abolition of catalytic

activity, yet few of these residues appeared to form hydrogen bonds involv-

ing the Watson–Crick faces of the nucleobases. A particularly striking and

Figure 1.2 The active site of the full-length hammerhead ribozyme permits a mecha-
nism to be proposed. (A) Close-up of the crystal structure of the full-length hammerhead
ribozyme showing G12 positioned for general base catalysis, the 20-OH of G8 poised for
acid catalysis, and the attacking nucleophile, the 20-O of C17, positioned for an in-line
attack upon the adjacent scissile phosphate of C1.1. A9 helps to position G12 and may
also engage in transition-state stabilization of the pentacoordinate oxyphosphorane
transition state. (B) A mechanistic diagram illustrating partial proton dissociation and
transfer in a putative transition state.
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only recently observed example consisted of G8 and G12, which had been

identified as possible participants in acid–base catalysis. After we demon-

strated that the hammerhead ribozyme does not require divalent metal ions

for catalysis, it gradually became apparent that theRNA itself, rather than pas-

sively bound divalentmetal ions,must play a direct chemical role in any acid–

base chemistry within the hammerhead active site. However, it was

completelyunclearhowG12andG8could accomplish this, given theoriginal

structures of the minimal hammerhead ribozyme. In addition, the attacking

nucleophile in the original structures, that is, the 20-OH of C17, was not in a

position amenable to in-line attack upon the adjacent scissile phosphate.16

Perhaps most worrisome were experiments that suggested the A9 and scissile

phosphates must comewithin about 4 Å of one another in the transition state

based upon double phosphorothioate substitution and soft metal ion rescue

experiments.54Thedistance between these phosphates in the crystal structure

was about 18 Å, with no clear mechanism for close approach if the stem II-

and stem(s) I A-form helices were treated as rigid bodies. Taken together,

these results appeared to suggest that a fairly large-scale conformational

change must take place to reach the transition state within the minimal ham-

merhead ribozyme structure. For these reasons, results from the two sets of

experiments (biochemical vs. crystallographic) appeared not only to be at

odds, but completely and hopelessly irreconcilable, and they generated a sub-

stantial amount of discord in the field.No compelling evidence for dismissing

either set of experimental results was ever successfully made, although some

claims to the contrary were made in favor of each.

The resolution of this vexing conundrum came only with the crystal

structure of the full-length hammerhead ribozyme in which C17 is posi-

tioned for in-line attack, and the invariant residues C3, G5, G8, and G12

all appear involved in vital interactions relevant to catalysis. Moreover,

the A9 and scissile phosphates are observed to be 4.3 Å apart, which is con-

sistent with the idea that these phosphates whenmodified could bind a single

thiophilic metal ion. The structure also reveals how two invariant residues,

G12 and G8, are positioned within the active site in a manner consistent

with their previously proposed roles in acid–base catalysis. G12 is within

hydrogen-bonding distance to the 20-O of C17, the nucleophile in the

cleavage reaction, and the ribose of G8 hydrogen bonds to the leaving group

50-O, while the nucleobase of G8 forms a Watson–Crick pair with the

invariant C3. The crystal structure of the full-length hammerhead ribozyme

thus clearly addressed the major concerns that appeared irreconcilable with

earlier minimal hammerhead structures.
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3.5. Mechanistic proposals
Based upon the arrangement of invariant nucleotides in the hammerhead

active site, as well as the solvent structure in a combined crystallographic

and molecular dynamics investigation, we have formulated a testable

hypothesis for how the chemical mechanism of cleavage works. Our pro-

posal is that a specifically bound water molecule accepts a proton from

G12. G12 must ionize to function as the general base, and the proton is rep-

laced by that from the 20-OH of C17. The original G12 proton can then be

relayed directly to the 20-OH of G8 to replace a proton that must be donated

to the 50-O leaving group of C1.1 as the phosphodiester backbone is

cleaved. This mechanism (Fig. 1.2B) conserves the number of protons dur-

ing the phosphodiester isomerization. It is testable in that it predicts that

altering the pKa of either the purine base at position 12 or the 2
0-OH at posi-

tion 8 will alter the cleavage rate without inducing gross structural pertur-

bations. There are also opportunities for transition-state stabilization of the

accumulating negative charges in the pentacoordinate oxyphosphorane.We

propose that either the exocyclic amine of A9 or a divalent cation can per-

form this function.

The roles of G12 andG8 in general base and general acid catalysis, respec-

tively, have been examined using chemical modification strategies in a ham-

merhead RNA sequence closely resembling that of the crystal structure.

To test the hypothesis that G12 is the general base, an affinity label was

synthesized to identify the relevant functionality. The full-length hammer-

head ribozyme was titrated with a substrate analogue possessing a 20-

bromoacetamide group at C17. The electrophilic 20-bromoacetamide group

alkylated the general base, which was then identified as N1 of G12 by

footprinting analysis. In addition, the experiment provided evidence that

the pKa of G12 is perturbed downward to about 8.5 in the context of the

hammerhead active site structure relative to unstructured RNA.61

To test the hypothesis that the 20-OH of G8 participates in general acid

catalysis, either by itself or accompanied by a divalent metal ion, a bridging

phosphorothioate substrate analogue, in which the leaving group oxygen

atom is replaced by a sulfur atom, was synthesized and characterized in a

full-length hammerhead ribozyme self-cleavage reaction.62 Cleavage of

the unmodified substrate, unlike the modified leaving group, was inhibited

by modification of the G8 20-OH, and evidence for involvement of a diva-

lent metal ion assisting in pKa perturbation of the general acid was also

obtained.
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Hence, it appears that the functional groups identified in the crystal

structure as the main participants in acid–base catalysis indeed do so.

4. HAMMERHEAD RIBOZYMES IN MAMMALIAN GENE
REGULATION

Discovery of conserved mammalian hammerhead ribozymes suggests

that the hammerhead motif’s biological role extends beyond processing of

satellite RNA and viroid replication products, and into the dominion of cel-

lular functions.9,10 Uncovered by bioinformatic searches of available

genomes, the new class of hammerhead ribozymes is found in 30 untranslated

regions (UTRs) of several mammalian C-type lectin type II (CLEC2)

genes.63 The formation of active hammerhead ribozymes between the stop

codon and the polyadenylation (polyA) signal sequence (Fig. 1.3) leads to

cis-cleavage of the 30 UTR and reduction of associated gene expression.9,10

Significantly, these sequences represent full-length ribozymes including ter-

tiary interactions necessary for physiologically relevant catalytic rates. Here,

we provide an overview of the mammalian mRNA-associated CLEC2

ribozymes.

To date, 12 CLEC2 hammerhead ribozymes have been identified in 9

mammalian species (Fig. 1.4). Two structures are found in mouse, three

in rat, and one in each of the following mammalian genomes: tree shrew,

hedgehog, horse, elephant, cow, dog, and platypus.9,10 All 12 are located

immediately downstream of genomic sequences that share varying degrees

of homology with the CLEC2 gene family. Two hammerhead ribozymes in

mouse CLEC genes (mCLEC2d- and mCLEC2e) and one in rat

(rCLEC2D11) reside within the 30 UTRs of known protein coding genes.

The incomplete proteome annotation of the other seven species prevents

verification that their hammerhead ribozymes are embedded in mature tran-

scripts. However, the horse and platypus ribozymes are located within the

approximated 30 UTRs of predicted CLEC2-like genes. The best-

characterized CLEC2 family member resides in mCLEC2d. This gene

encodes a cell surface ligand (CLRB) that is recognized by natural killer

(NK) cells through an inhibitory NKR-P1 receptor.64 Engagement of

theNK cell-associated receptor with the CLRB ligand initiates an inhibitory

signal such that the loss of CLRB expression increases NK cell-mediated

cytotoxicity.

All 12 ribozymes have a similar global arrangement: They are type III

hammerheads that contain large, nonconserved, intervening sequences in
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place of Loop I. Sequence alignment revealed remarkable conservation of

the hammerhead motif’s catalytic core including nucleotides necessary to

establish the catalytically important tertiary interactions (Fig. 1.5). Addi-

tional conservation is observable in the secondary structure in the form of

compensatory mutations that maintain the hammerhead’s secondary struc-

ture (Fig. 1.4). Structural similarity and specific association with orthologous

genes, including CLEC-like sequence in the platypus genome,65 imply that

all 12 CLEC2 ribozymes share a common ancestor that arose before mono-

treme divergence from other therian lineages about 200 million years ago.

A large insertion between substrate and enzyme strands distinguishes the

CLEC2 ribozymes not only from other hammerhead ribozymes, but also

frommost known self-cleaving sequences. In rodent CLEC2 hammerheads,

the length of the sequence separating the two critical ribozyme domains

Figure 1.3 Sequence arrangement and secondary structure model of rodent CLEC2d-
associated hammerhead ribozymes. Secondary structure of the mouse ribozyme
sequence is shown. The rat ribozyme single nucleotide- and base pair-differences are
indicated in boxes adjacent to themouse sequence. The stop codon is denoted in white.
The “substrate” sequence is shown on a gray background. The insertion sequence sep-
arating the two ribozyme segments is abridged with a thick arrow, and helices are iden-
tified by roman numerals. Rat insertion length and distance to polyA site are in italics.
The predicted cleavage site is 30 of the active site cytosine (circled).
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ranges from 246 to 789 nt. Nevertheless, the substrate and enzyme segments

pair to form a structurally and catalytically accurate hammerhead ribozyme.

More specifically, CLEC2 ribozymes contain the signature core of 15 invari-

ant nucleotides flanked by three helices with distal rate-enhancing interac-

tions, and they produce two strands by self-cleaving (Fig. 1.4). Even though

Figure 1.5 Mapping of CLEC2 ribozyme invariant nucleotides on the tertiary structure of
the full-length hammerhead ribozyme. (A) Secondary structure of mCLEC2d hammer-
head ribozyme. Positions conserved in all CLEC2 ribozyme sequences are circled. The
cleavage site is indicated with a white arrow. (B) Positions analogous to invariant CLEC2
ribozyme nucleotides are drawn in black on the string representation of the Schistosome
hammerhead ribozyme tertiary structure (PDB ID: 2GOZ).41 The substrate strand is rep-
resented as a wide ribbon and the site of bond cleavage is indicated with a white arrow.
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compact sequences dominate the collection of all known ribozymes, the dis-

continuous format of the CLEC2 ribozymes is not without precedent. The

widespread nonanimal self-splicing group I and II introns span hundreds to

thousands of nucleotides. The CLEC2 ribozyme demonstrates that inter-

ruption of functional domains with long sequences does not impede ham-

merhead ribozyme activity. Further investigation will determine whether

these sequence intervals play a role in the regulation of ribozyme function

and gene expression.

The mCLEC2d-associated ribozyme is very similar to the well-studied

full-length Schistosome ribozyme that is active in physiological condi-

tions.49 The catalytic core is strictly conserved with a single change in posi-

tion 7, a well-documented variable nucleotide, while the lengths and base

pairing of stem(s) I and II preserve the overall architecture of the secondary

structure observed in full-length hammerhead ribozymes. More remarkable,

the 16 nucleotides of stem II are also identical between the Schistosome

and the mCLEC2d-associated ribozymes except for a single-base deviation

in the loop region (Fig. 1.3). In full-length hammerhead ribozymes, inter-

action between the stem II loop and stem(s) I bulge confers a catalytic rate

enhancement to the active site through tertiary structure changes and enables

activity in physiologically relevant conditions. Considering that nucleotides

in the stem(s) I bulge are also conserved between these two hammerhead

ribozymes from phylogenetically distant organisms, it is reasonable to expect

that CLEC2 ribozyme tertiary structure corresponds to that of the Schisto-

some hammerhead ribozyme and functions at physiological conditions with

similar kinetics.20,41,66 Consistent with these comparisons, cell-based assays

using reporter gene constructs conjugated toCLEC2 30 UTRs demonstrated

that the embedded ribozymes significantly reduce expression of the upstream

gene by effectively cleaving and destabilizing the mRNA.9,10

Additional features of the CLEC2 hammerhead ribozyme are universally

conserved among all hammerhead ribozymes from diverse origins highlight-

ing the importance of these elements to ribozyme activity in vivo. Naturally

occurring hammerheads as well as artificially selected motifs have rather var-

iable sequences in the loop and bulge regions with specific combinations

particular to different ribozyme sources.67–69 One exception to this is the

widely conserved adenosine in the sixth position of Loop II of type I and

III ribozymes. In the full-length ribozyme tertiary structure, this base is

involved in a noncanonical interaction with the conserved uridine from

the substrate strand.41,70 Preservation of this specific combination in the
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CLEC2 ribozymes emphasizes its importance to activity within the cellular

environment. A less appreciated structural element, the CG base pair adja-

cent to Loop II, is conserved in 11 out of 12 CLEC2 ribozymes. This inter-

action exists in identical orientation in all but one natural hammerhead

ribozyme analyzed to date and in most artificially selected species.67 Prefer-

ential CG base pairing emphasizes the need for a reinforced helix at this posi-

tion possibly due to the nature of the adjacent loop–bulge interaction.

However underappreciated, this interaction may play an important role

in fine-tuning ribozyme function.

Homology between CLEC2 ribozymes and hammerheads used in struc-

tural and biochemical studies can explain mechanistic roles of most nucle-

otides that are conserved within the CLEC2 ribozyme group (Fig. 1.5).

However, other features that are unique to CLEC2 ribozymes suggest roles

intrinsic to function in their specific genomic contexts. For example,

CLEC2 ribozymes characteristically possess a long #25 bp stem III adjoin-

ing the motif to the remainder of the 30 UTR. Such elongated stems are

uncommon in other naturally occurring hammerhead ribozymes even

though they can stabilize catalytic structures in vivo.71 Instead, the long stem

III may reflect a function specific to the location or particular mode of reg-

ulation of CLEC2 ribozyme.

Although ribozyme sequences have been found throughout divergent

genomes,72,73 few are known to change levels of gene expression.

A single example of ribozyme-mediated gene regulation via a UTR is found

in prokaryotes.8 The bacterial GlmS ribozyme represents one class of

riboswitches that responds to a variety of small molecule cues. The ribozyme

is encoded within the 50 UTR of the polycistronic mRNA, and by cleaving

within this region abrogates expression of downstream genes. In contrast,

CLEC2 hammerhead ribozymes are encoded in 30 UTRs that are eukaryotic

hotspots for motifs that posttranscriptionally regulate gene expression.

miRNAs and a variety of RNA-binding proteins target the 30 UTR and

cause changes in transcript processing, abundance, or localization.74 More-

over, several causes of aberrant regulation of messenger RNA can be traced

to the 30 UTR.75 All things considered, the hammerhead ribozyme appears

to reside in an important regulatory region that provides the possibility that

the ribozyme itself can be regulated. More recent discoveries have demon-

strated that the hammerhead ribozyme sequence is found to be ubiquitous

throughout the tree of life76 and is possibly the most common ribozyme

sequence77 apart fromRNase P and the peptidyl transferase of the ribosome.
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